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Abstract
Device transport and the handling techniques are an essential component of all sectors of industrial
production. Their characteristic feature is that, although entering into almost all operations in an industrial
aforementioned Production chain, in principle, are not involved in increasing productive value end
products, but their input into the processes results in an increase in production costs. This means that the
particular traffic-handling device affects not only structural disposition technological manufacturing
process, but also economic aspects of the art of industrial production, such as, e.g., The investment and
operating cost, pricing, and the like.
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1. Introduction
Calculation of tensile forces in the strip conveyor system to the wagon sets SSD T02 is
implemented by Slovak Technical Standard 263102 - [1].
2. The conveyor system of the wagon units
2.1 Input parameters
The wagon unit conveyor system is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The input parameters
for the calculation resulting from [4] contains Table 1.
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Table 1. Input parameters calculation
n
parameter
transport capacity
belt speed
Specific weight belt
Track Width
separation of the upper ball bearing garla
rlands
of the rotating parts upper roller garlands
ds
the spacing of the lower roller garlands
of the rotating part of the lower roller garlands
ga
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Designation
Q
vP
m´2
B
th
Mrh
td
Mrd
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S
Size
12
1200
2
3,8
10
1067
0,4
,4 ÷ 0,5
7,2
1,9
,9 ÷ 2,7
5

Unit
t.h-1
m.s-1
kg.m-2
mm
m
kg
m
kg

Fig. 1 Arrangement conveyor system to
t the wagon units
le α = 162˚), 2 - tensioning drum (α = 167˚), 3- P
Planishing drum α (=
In Fig. 1 is a 1-drum drive (wrap angle
162˚), 4 - reversing drum (α = 180˚), 5 - deflecting drum (α = 10,2˚), 6 conveyor belt
lt (B = 1067 mm), 7 trojvalčeková garland stations (ø89x380)
0), 8 - dvojvalčeková garland stations (ø108 / 63x
3x600).

Fig. 2 Arrangement garland stations conveyor
c
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2.2 Calculation of the resistance movement
The resultant motion resistance Fo conveyor belt is given by
Fo = FH + FV + FP

(1)

where:
FH - are the main resistors,
FV - are secondary resistors,
FP - are additional resistors.
2.2.1 Main resistance
For calculating the main resistance, ie motion frictional resistance, and the gravity of the material
web along the length of the belt conveyor operating relationship
FH=f.L.g[(m1+2. m2). cosδ + mrh + mrd ]
(2)
where:
f = 0,025 - It is a global coefficient of friction (according to [1] for the adverse operating conditions, illbalanced conveyor option overloading and with lack of maintenance)
L - the length of the section in which the resistance calculated,
g = 9,81 m.s-1 -It is the acceleration due to gravity,
m1 - the mass of material to be transported to one meter length,
m2 - Is the mass of 1 m length of the conveyor belt,
δ - the angle of the conveyor,
mrh, resp. mrd -It is part of the rotating roller seats falling on 1 m length at the top, respectively in the
lower branch of the conveyor.
To determine the values of m1, m2 and δ the following applies:

m =

= 167kg. m , m2=m2.B= 4 kg .m-1, δ= arctg =10,2 °.

For parts of the rotating roller garlands converted to one meter lengths and the data as shown in Table 1
are:
- the rollers in upper branch:

m

=

M
t

= 16 kg. m

- rollers for the lower run:

m

=

= 2,2 kg.m-1
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Partial main resistances calculated for each direct, rising respectively. declining portion of the upper
(transport) and lower (return) PD branches are as follows:
a)
Upper limb - level section:
L1h = 70m:FL1h = f . L1h . g [ ( m1 + m2 ) + mrh ] = 3210 N,
an upper branch - growing section:
L3h = 5 m: FL3h = f . L3h . g [ ( m1 + m2 ) . cosδ + mrh ] = 226 N,

lower run - decreasing section:
L3d = 5 m: FL3d = f . L3d . g [ m2 . cosδ + mrd ] = 7,5 N,
lower run - level section:
L1d = 70 m: FL1d = f . L3d . g [ m2 + mrd ] = 106 N.
The final amount of the main resistance force FH is given by the sum of each of the main resistance force
FHI:

FH = Σ FHi = 3 550 N.
2.2.2 Secondary resistors
Of the side resistances are the most important resistance bearings together with the resistance of
bending the strip (FBI) on the non-driven drums. According to [1], it is possible to set the power of resistance
of non-driven side of the drum F Bi in the range of 500 ÷ 1500 N, depending on the size and strength of the
belt drum. For specific design of the conveyor in a first approximation, considering the value FBi = 100 N
for the number of non-driven drums i = 9 (Fig. 1) are then crucial side resistances:
FB = i . FBi = 900 N.
2.2.3 Additional resistors
For the above construction conveyor design is clearly relevant additional resistance resistance
lifting the material to overcome the delivery head - FZ:
FZ = m1.g.H

(3)

For lifting height H = H3 = 0.9 m (Fig. 1) and considered the weight of the material m1 = 167 kg m-1 is
additional resistance by raising material:
FZ = 1474 N.
2.2.4 The resulting circumferential force transmitted to the driving drum
The resulting transmitted circumferential force Fob Drive drums, is given by the sum of the resistance
of the main, secondary and additional, i.e.
Fob = Fo,
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wherein Fo is given by (1).
If with the prior is considered that
Fp = FB a Fv = Fz,
then
Fob = Fo= FH + FB + FZ = 5924 N ≈ 6000 N
2.3 The force ratios on the drive drum
Drive drums on the force ratios defined relationship:

= eµα

(4)

Fob=F1-F2=F2.( ! µ" -1)

(5)

and from there:

#$ =

%&'
() µ*

(6)

)

F1 - the tension force in the belt sloped branch
F2- converging in a tree belt
µ - the coefficient of friction between the belt and drum,
α - the wrap angle of the drum
If according to [1] considering µ = 0.25, which corresponds to him rubberized grooved drum surface
smeared with a mixture of clay and water and α = 2.83 = 162º range by [6], then
e µ.α = e 0,25 . 2,83 = e0,7 = 2
and substituting into equation (6) we get
F=

%&'

($

)

=Fob,

F2=6000 N,

and from equation (4) that
F1 = 2 . F2 = 12000 N
Torque on the drive drum is:
MB=Fob.

,$

(7)

where: DB is the diameter of the drive drum
For DB = 424 mm (according to [6]) is then MB = 1272 N.m.
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2.4 The course of tensile forces in the conveyor belt
Based on knowledge of the forces driving drum, the calculated critical resistance and simplifying
dimensional arrangement of the lower branches of three sections - L3, L2 = (L1 - L3), L3 (Fig. 3) can be redefine some progress forces in the belt conveyor for points 1 to 16 as indicated in (Fig. 3.) Size of the tensile
forces in the belt indicated in Table 2.

Fig. 3 Course of tensile forces in the belt conveyor
2.5 Reaction forces on drums conveyor belt
The reaction forces on the drums of the belt conveyor can be obtained as the vector sum of the tensile
forces on the pull and the push belt for a particular branch of the conveyor drum, as shown in Fig. 4.
Indications of the label of the drums Fig.1.
Strength
Fi
F
1
F
2
F
3
F
4
F
5
F
6
F
7
F
8
F
9
F
10
F
11
F
12
F
13
F
14
F
15
F
16
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expression F i = ...
2.F2
F
ob
F +F
2 Bi
F +F
3 Bi
F4+ FL1d. L2/L1
F +F
5 Bi
F +F
6 Bi
F +F
7 Bi
F +F
8 Bi
F9+ FL1d. L3/L1
F
10 + FBi
F +F
11 L1h
F +F
12 L3h+Fz
F
13 + FBi
F +F
14 L3d
F15 + FBi (= F1)

Size [kN]
12
6
6,1
6,2
≈ 6,3
6,4
6,5
6.6
6.7
≈ 6.71
6,81
≈ 10,01
11,71
11,81
≈ 11,9
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Fig. 4 force conditions on the conveyor
or drums
From the Figures it is clear that
hat the reaction take a maximum value at an ang
angle of α = 180˚ belt
structure as in the case of reversing drum
rum (4). Therefore, the needs assessment and carr
arrying capacity of the
drums to be stored with a sufficient m
margin will be granted when they are for the individual
in
drums will
consider the following values of reaction
on forces (Table 3).
Table 3 Calculation values of response
ses to the conveyor drums
Drum
Reactio
ion (for α = 180˚)
Size [kN]
R
a drive (1)
1
= F1 + F2
18
Tension (2)
R2
= F2 + F3
12,1
Planishing (3)
R3
= F15 + F16
23,9
return (4)
R4
= F13 + F14
23,52
2.6 The force required for tensioning
g the belt
The tensioning drum is mounted
ed in a swivel arm, which by treatment with e j pa
pairs of parallel linear
motors (hv) by pivoting about the pivot
ot point - 0 (Fig. 5), thereby changing the positi
ition of the tensioning
drum, and thus the stretching force.

Fig. 5 Circuit tensioning mechanism
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Fig. 6 Force conditions tensioning mec
echanism
For power balance in the tension arm applies
app
torque condition:
Fhv . Hhv – R 2 . HR2 = 0,

(8)

where: Fhv – the resulting tension power
er motors,
R2 – the reaction to the tension in the belt drum,
Hhv, HR2 – the perpendicular dista
stance of the Fig.6
Torque condition (8) can also bee written in the form

Fhvn.rhv -R2n.rrnb =0

(9)

perpendicular to the axis of the arm tens
nsioning drum, RHV, rnb the turning radius of the drum motors to the
center of rotation of the arm (0), Fig. 5. Change of load conditions and changes the act
action of motors in the
range of (L hvmax to L hvmin) of Fig.. 5 are changing all the kinematic and powerr rratios for tensioning
mechanism. If we mooring t it existss within
w
the range of the tension element of the
he kinematic location,
which approximately to:
R2 ≈ R2n
2 ,
and at the same time
Fhv ≈ Fhvn
h ,

then the torque conditions (9) can deter
termine the minimum necessary for the resultant
nt force F sufficiently
effective belt tensioning:
#./ = 0$ .
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for R2 under conditions as shown in Table 3 it was then
Fhv = 20,13 kN
4. Conclusion
This paper presents an unconventional application of the belt conveyor in special conveyor system
installed on the wagon freight kit. A detailed calculation of individual resistance movement (main,
secondary and auxiliary) allows to determine the tensile forces in important areas of the conveyor. Such an
analysis is important for reliable operation of the conveyor system. [4]
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